How to Super Charge
Your Rental Revenue with
Telematics
Learn the four ways telematics can transform
your rental operation into a world-class company,
while maximizing your bottom line. Worldclass rental operations have moved beyond
geolocation, integrating telematics into key
processes, including check-in, asset protection,
and utilization reporting.
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Telematics — it’s a word that’s not often associated with independent rental operations,
but inside some of the leading rental companies, telematics is the secret sauce in the fight
to increase revenue. Rental operators are often using telematics in new ways including:
• Simplifying the check-in process
• Accurately tracking vehicle assets
• Optimizing vehicle utilization
• Creating integrations with other business systems
Taken together, implementing telematics has two overriding and related benefits for
independent rental operators — it helps save money and generates revenue.

Making Money with Time
The old saying that “time is money” couldn’t be more true when it comes to rental
operations and why telematics is the answer to saving the former and generating the latter.

Estimated
lost revenue
from by-hand
logging errors

$13.5
to $18.9

million
annually

For example, in the old (pre-digital) days, an employee had to check a customer in —
logging the gasoline and odometer readings by hand. This led to instances of errors, and
errors cost the rental operator money. While there are no industry statistics available for
the exact amount by-hand logging errors cost the industry as a whole, it’s estimated that
it’s between $13.5 million and $18.9 million annually in lost revenue depending on the
frequency of the error (25% or 35%).
With today’s next-generation telematics, check-in can be streamlined. There’s now no
need for an employee to handle the check-in process. With a telematics solution in place
to help manage the process, customers can drop off the vehicle and go.
This eliminates the need to have an employee to manually capture odometer and fuel
readings — it’s handled automatically. Employees are no longer needed for off-hours
staffing, saving personnel costs and time and costs related to scheduling.
These time-saving, accuracy-improving measures go directly to the bottom line by generating
revenue. With fuel levels and odometer readings being captured automatically, they are much
more accurate, so customers are charged the full, contracted amount for their rental vehicles.
A more efficient drop-off approach to check-in is the avenue to winning repeat business.
Customers see their time being valued — they don’t have to wait around unnecessarily
at the end of their trip when they may be on a tight schedule to catch a flight or other
transportation. This is because the system is easy, streamlined, and, most importantly,
charges on their account are accurate, delivering transparency and trust to consumers.
Saving employees and customers time will always have a net gain in revenue.
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Measuring Real-time Utilization
Vehicles are the tools of a rental operation’s trade,
and telematics is specifically suited to protecting your
investment and keeping your rolling stock available
and rolling.
A combination of Live Map GPS tracking, tow alerts,
geofencing, and other fraud-reduction tools, including
mileage threshold reporting, will allow you keep tabs on
your vehicles, so you know that they’re where they’re
supposed to be. Most importantly, you’re alerted to any
activities that will affect your ability to capture revenue —
and worse, cost you money, e.g., a late check-in.
These tools can also help you manage the availability
of vehicles in combination with a streamlined check-in
process. Knowing when a vehicle is coming back to the lot
will help you provide better service to customers.
However, knowing the exact location of your vehicle is
table stakes in the telematics game. The new trend with
telematics is around utilization.

Utilization — how often a vehicle is being used or sitting
idle — is a rental operation’s most crucial metric, but
is difficult to measure proactively without a telematics
tool in place. The old approach was looking at utilization
retrospectively (perhaps, using a spread sheet), as
an immutable, historical fact that’s out of the rental
operation’s control. If utilization is measured without a
telematics solution, reporting will be, at best, historical,
and result in a reactive approach to managing
the vehicle.
Proactive, up-to-the-minute — telematics-powered —
utilization reporting can be used in a number of ways,
including measuring if the asset is active or idle. An idle
asset is a non-revenue-generating asset, and should be
closely scrutinized as to its value for the operation. By
knowing exactly how utilized an asset is, you’ll have a
better understanding of your customers’ wants and
needs, and can optimize your fleet accordingly. An
optimized fleet is a moneymaking fleet.

If utilization is measured
without a telematics solution,
reporting will be, at best,
historical, and result in
a reactive approach to
managing the vehicle.
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Utilization reporting also helps keep popular
vehicles in service, and generating revenue.
You can monitor vehicle health and
schedule preventive maintenance based on
use. Finally, telematics-generated utilization

reporting also helps with decisions related
to cycling your vehicles, particularly
spotlighting under-utilized, non-revenuegenerating assets, and identifying assets
that are leading to operational growth.

Pulling It All
Together
While there are many telematics solutions
available, selecting the right solution
is critical. Selecting a system too
complicated will take too much time to
implement, killing any efficiency you hope
to unlock. A solution too basic won’t allow
you to gain operational advantages.

The full
picture that
systems
integration
creates provides
managers and front-line
employees the insights and
power to maximize revenue
by providing better service
and unlocking operational
opportunities.

System integration of a telematics
solution with other management tools is
a key way to achieve the right balance.
This helps to eliminate time- and revenuewasting silos. Integration of the entire
system’s infrastructure gives everyone
in the organization a clear picture of the
status of the vehicles, their availability,
the number of customers that are
booked to pick up and/or return vehicles,
maintenance issues that have to be
addressed, and so on.
The full picture that systems integration
creates provides managers and frontline employees the insights and power
to maximize revenue by providing better
service and solving any issues that may
crop up. The transparency that systems
integration creates also saves time
by streamlining operations, removing
redundancies, and giving clear insight into
what’s going on in terms of vehicle and
customer status.
In the end, this level of integration
translates into more opportunities to
maximize revenue.
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Telematics solutions, such as Zubie, offer an opportunity to make your
rental operation more efficient, and, most importantly, more profitable.
While there are many telematics solutions on the market
today, they’re not all created equal. When evaluating a
telematics provider, focus on:
• How reliable the solution is: Read reviews or ask for
customer references from potential partners. And
are they meeting the requirements of the changing
technology landscape, including being 4G capable,
allowing you to always be connected with your valuable
rental assets?
• Is the pricing clear and straightforward: Are there
reports of hidden fees or surprises in the reviews or
when you speak directly to customer references?
• Make sure it’s user friendly: Ask for a demo or
consider running a pilot of the solution on a statistically
significant, random sampling of your vehicles.
• Is the solution easy to install: Is it a plug-and-play
device that rental personnel can install, or does it need
to be hardwired into the vehicle, can it be transferred to
another vehicle, and is stealth installation an option?
• Does the potential provider partner have good
customer support: Are they there when you need them?
Telematics solutions, such as Zubie, offer an opportunity
to make your rental operation more efficient, and,
most importantly, more profitable. Don’t miss out on
the potential for a powerful revenue-generating tool.
Click here for more information or to arrange a free demo
or email us at rentalconnect@zubie.com.
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ABOUT ZUBIE
Since 2012, Zubie’s end-to-end connected-car technology has delivered real-time information about vehicles and drivers
in an easy-to-use format to help businesses manage and optimize their fleets. Headquartered in Minneapolis, Zubie was
the winner of the “2015 Best Insurance Telematics Product” award from TU Automotive, and the 2016 Tech CARS award
for “Best OBDII Device with Software and Services” from Auto Connected Car. Visit zubie.com for more information.
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